Besides that, use of contrast medium (CM), especially but not only for vascular studies, can impact kidney function, in particular in patients with renal insufficiency (4). Most important risk factors for contrast-induced acute kidney injury are pre-existing chronic kidney diseases (glomerular filtration rate <60 mL/min per 1.73 m 2 ) and diabetes mellitus which may have additive effects on each other (4). A minimum volume of CM should be employed, because increasing CM dose is associated with higher occurrence of nephropathy (5) .
CT technique ensures huge advantages in the diagnostic field; however, we need to change our daily practice to achieve the highest cost-benefit ratio in using this modality, in terms of radiation dose and CM amount delivered to the patients.
The aim of this review is to supply radiologists with "tips and tricks" to make diagnostic exams ever more safe. To achieve this goal it is necessary to perform a "patient-centric imaging", in order to minimize patient's risk by reducing radiation exposure and CM amount, while maintaining the highest image quality.
Techniques for controlling radiation dose at CT
The expansion of automatic techniques represents a valid approach to reduce exposure to radiation. Automatic exposure control (AEC), available from most important scanner producers, have the major goal of adjusting radiation tube current for different levels of X-ray beam attenuation by body tissues.
Although most multidetector row CT scanners now use AEC techniques to modulate tube current as appropriate for patient attenuation, older scanners and certain low-dose scanning protocols still operate with fixed tube current or tube current-time product. Thus, the radiologists should know how to manually modify scanning parameters in order to obtain radiation dose reduction, considering variations in patient size, region scanned, or clinical indications.
Dose decreases linearly with decreasing tube current-time product (mAs) (6) . Moreover, tube current (mA), exposure time (i.e., rotation time), or both could alter the tube current-time product (7) . On the other hand, the decrease of tube voltage (kV) is associated with an exponential reduction of radiation exposure (6) . Furthermore, dose is also inversely proportional to the pitch. With other scanning factors held constant, higher pitch results in faster scanning, but most important in this context, radiation dose decreases as pitch is increased and vice versa (6) .
In summary, to obtain a reduction of radiation dose on CT, it is possible to lower mAs and kV values and increase pitch.
However, radiologists should keep image quality high enough to allow diagnosis and eventual therapeutic planning. Image quality depends on several factors and primarily on contrast-to-noise ratio (8) .
Noise reduction
It is generally accepted that low-dose CT scans increase the image noise with a potential reduction of image quality. Scanner manufacturers are elaborating new hardware and software solutions in order to raise our capabilities for dose reduction in CT. While the industry elaborates these new protocols with lower doses, it has become evident that images reconstructed with a filtered back projection (FBP) technique are frequently inadequate. In spite of the fact that FBP images are rapid and robust, they are prone to high noise, streak artifacts, and poor low contrast detectability when using low-dose CT techniques. CT equipment manufacturers have countered this limitation by creating alternative image reconstruction modalities that decrease image noise and try to obtain more information from the data set. These reconstruction modalities use maximum likelihood algorithms and are referred to as iterative reconstructions (IRs). IR algorithms have been recently introduced in clinical practice because they improve image quality and dose reduction (9) .
The IRs are based on a statistical computational method, which evaluates the noise amount in the raw data caused by fluctuations in neighboring voxels and subtracts the noise stepwise in several validation loops. The result of the first correction loop is compared with the "master data, " and an updated image is created for the next iteration, determining a noise reduction. Three cycles of iterative process yield an image quality similar to that of FBP, saving 35% to more than 60% of the standard dose (10) (11) (12) . Several IR techniques are currently available, and they can be categorized as: IR performed from the image space data, IR performed directly from the raw data, and IR performed from both image space and raw data. Compared with FBP images, images reconstructed with IR have a different look and feel. The appearance has been described waxy, plastic, or impressionistic, but the information is essentially the same (Figs. 1, 2) . On-going development of IR
Main points
• To achieve the highest cost-benefit ratio in using CT, radiologists should aim at reducing radiation exposure and contrast material (CM) amount, while maintaining the highest image quality.
• To save radiation exposure on CT it is possible to use "automatic exposure control, " otherwise to lower mAs and kV values and to increase pitch.
• Iterative reconstructions allow image noise reduction.
• The use of CM with high iodine concentration allows CM volume reduction and increase of iodine delivery rate, without increasing the injection rate.
• In the effort to reduce patient dose, factors such as age, gender, height, weight, cardiac output, and underlying disease should be taken into account in the daily practice. 
Increasing contrast
If image quality depends on contrastto-noise ratio and reducing dose results in increased noise, it is logical that to maintain quality while lowering dose, contrast should be raised. The very easy and basic relation expressed as "the higher the iodine application per unit of time, the higher the enhancement" is an accepted simple rule.
To achieve this objective we have two possibilities: increasing the injection speed (owing to the issues related to intravenous access this possibility is limited) or using high concentration CM (HCCM).
Adequate arterial enhancement is mandatory to obtain high quality CT studies, particularly in the angiographic ones.
In CT scan, the principal elements affecting contrast enhancement have been grouped into three sections: patient, CM, and CT scan (13) . Contrast pharmacokinetics and enhancement are based on the patient and CM characteristics and not on the scan technique. However, scanning elements play a major role by enabling image acquisition at a predetermined time point of contrast enhancement.
Moreover, vascular enhancement is a function of total iodine load (TIL), which is represented by CM volume (Fig. 3) , and of iodine delivery rate (IDR), which is the amount of iodine injected per second (IDR [gI/s] = flow rate [mL/s] × iodine concentration [gI/mL]). Thus IDR can be manipulated by adjusting either flow rate or iodine concentration of CM. When the flow rate is increased, the magnitude of peak enhancement increases but the duration of peak enhancement decreases, as well as the time to achieve the peak enhancement and the injection duration (Fig. 4) . Therefore, the temporal window for CT scanning is reduced and a more precise scan timing is needed.
On the other hand, by increasing CM concentration (maintaining the other parameters constant) we administer a larger dose of iodine, resulting in a higher degree of peak enhancement and a wider temporal window for CT scanning (Fig. 5) . The main advantage of using HCCM is reducing volume of CM, obtaining an earlier and higher peak enhancement, which is similar in effect to increasing the flow-rate (both lead to a quick iodine delivery). This is helpful when using more rapid MDCT scanners because they need to maximize the arterial enhancement for CTA.
It is mandatory to perform dedicated acquisition protocols, acquiring images at The peak enhancement will be delayed (it should be considered in the CT scan timing planning) and its magnitude increased (higher enhancement). HU, Hounsfield units; PCE, peak contrast enhancement; tPCE, time of peak contrast enhancement.
precise time points of enhancement. The best example is represented by cardiac CT, which nowadays can obtain images of the heart and its vessels within a single heart beat. Spatial and temporal resolutions play a pivotal role in this context. In a review by Bae et al. (13) it is clearly explained that high-concentration CM enables faster delivery of a larger amount of iodine, resulting in a higher degree of peak contrast enhancement and a wider temporal window for CT imaging. The advantage of using a high-iodine-concentration CM is also scientifically evidenced in CT angiographic applications, such as the study of patients with pulmonary embolism. Langenberger et al. (14) demonstrated that a high-iodine concentration CM allows significantly higher CT attenuation of the pulmonary arterial vasculature, in the main pulmonary arteries and also at segmental and sub-segmental branches, and indicated that the greatest benefit was observed in improving the depiction of emboli in small-caliber vessels.
A study by Rist et al. (15) demonstrated that when a HCCM (400 mgI/mL) is used, it is possible to lower CM volumes and reduce injection flow rates, and still obtain a homogeneous enhancement of the ventricular cavities and coronary arteries equivalent to that achieved using a CM with standard concentration (300 mgI/mL).
In the last years, the use of more highly concentrated CM offered a number of other advantages over a CM with standard iodine concentration. In detail, IDR can be increased without having to increase the CM injection rate. This may be of particular value in elderly patients with poor venous access, in oncologic patients undergoing chemotherapy, or in patients in whom an increased injection rate might be problematic for other reasons, such as increased risk of CM extravasation. Moreover, the overall volume of CM can be reduced. For example, an increase of the CM iodine concentration by 25%, from 300 mgI/mL to 400 mgI/mL, permits an equivalent 25% reduction in the total CM volume administered, from 120 mL to 90 mL. A reduced volume of CM is going to have less impact on kidney function, potentially decreasing the chance of CM-related nephropathy in patients with renal insufficiency (16) .
Furthermore, low kV settings, which ex- . CM flow rate. When increasing the flow rate, the magnitude of peak enhancement will be increased but the duration of peak enhancement will be reduced, as well as the time to reach the peak enhancement and the duration of injection. HU, Hounsfield units; PCE, peak contrast enhancement. ponentially reduce radiation exposure as said above, allow an intensification of vessel density due to the increase of photoelectric effect of X-ray attenuation at lower tube voltages for structures of high atomic number, such as iodine (7) . Thus, at a practical level, augmented noise at low radiation doses can be circumvented by raising intravascular contrast enhancement by means of a low kV setting and high-iodine concentration low-volume CM injection (17) (18) (19) .
Chest CT tailored protocols
Patient-centric imaging is based on age, gender, height, weight, cardiac output, and underlying disease. All these factors should be taken into account in daily practice, in an effort to reduce the patient dose.
Briefly, carcinogenic risk decreases with increasing age (20) . Regarding gender, the degree and timing of contrast enhancement are marginally different between men and women, principally due to differences in blood volume. Considering average-sized adults, female patients have 5%-10% less blood volume than males. This can justify the higher contrast enhancement obtained in female patients with the injection of a fixed iodine amount per body weight (13) . Moreover, up to the age of 60 years, women are more sensitive to radiation than men of the same age.
The body weight represents the main patient-related element affecting the degree of vascular and parenchymal contrast enhancement, because of the logical association between the body weight and the blood volume. Heavier patients have larger blood volumes, leading to a more dilute CM and reduced iodine concentration in the blood, and consequently lower contrast enhancement.
A work by Bae et al. (21) demonstrated an inverse correlation between aortic attenuation and height. In particular, the authors described a lower aortic attenuation in taller patients when all other variables remain fixed.
In terms of blood flow dynamics, circulation slows when cardiac output decreases. In these cases CM bolus arrives and clears slowly. This results in a retarded CM bolus arrival as well as delayed arterial peak and parenchymal enhancement (13) .
A very important factor in which radiologists can significantly act is the choice of protocol according to the underlying disease or, at least, the suspected disease to explore. For example, by reducing the number of CT phases from four (pre-contrast, post-contrast arterial phase, post-contrast portal venous phase, and post-contrast delayed phase) to two, the dose is reduced by 50% (22) . Of course, this should be decided on the basis of radiologic/clinical needs.
Putting all these observations together, and considering the key anatomic structures of the chest we will consider three common thoracic CT protocols: aortic/cardiac CT angiography (CTA), pulmonary CTA, and routine chest CT (Table) .
Aortic/cardiac CTA 1) Scanning technique: Prefer dual-source CT vs. single. Temporal resolution is constantly improved thanks to the appearance and development of dual-source CT systems and IRs, leading to a notable decrease in the ionizing radiation dose (23) .
2) Imaging mode: Prefer prospective electrocardiography (ECG) triggering for cardiac CT. To employ this technique, a low and stable heart rate (<60 beats/min) is required (24).
3) Tube current/tube voltage: To decrease radiation exposure in coronary CTA it is possible to use automated attenuation-based selection of individualized tube parameters, which are superior to BMI-based selections with expert oversight. It has been demonstrated that image quality is maintained, with an overall dose reduction of 1.4 mSv vs. 2.3 mSv (25). However, BMI remains an important factor. Feuchtner et al. (26) asserted that for patients with a BMI <25 kg/m 2 and a low calcium load, the use of 100 kV protocol decreases the dose in cardiac CTA while maintaining high image quality. Moreover Cao et al. (27) showed that in patients with a BMI <23 kg/m 2 and a low calcium load, the 80 kV protocol significantly reduces radiation dose and CM amount in cardiac CTA with the image quality maintained. assure better image quality in prospectively gated coronary CTA using a low-tube-voltage (28) . The introduction of dual-source CT systems provided an entirely novel imaging technique, called prospectively ECG triggered high-pitch spiral mode, that is in between spiral and sequential, delivering an effective dose <0.1 mSv (29) . The estimated low-dose coronary CTA can supply sufficient image quality in selected patients by combining high-pitch spiral acquisition and raw data based IRs. 5) CM injection protocol: The calculation of optimal injection duration for arterial or CTA enhancement is more complicated than that for visceral parenchymal enhancement and is mainly related to the type of CT scanner available. Based on a review of published studies on cardiac and coronary CTA enhancement, it is possible to evaluate the volume of CM and injection rate to obtain a diagnostically adequate aortic (250-300 HU attenuation) and coronary artery enhancement (300-350 HU attenuation) for a 70 kg patient: (1) 45 gI injected at 1.2 gI/s (i.e., 130 mL of 350 mgI/mL concentration at 3.5 mL/s) over 40 s for 4-row MDCT, (2) 35 gI injected at 1.4 gI/s (i.e., 100 mL of 350 mgI/mL at 4 mL/s) over 25 s for 16-row MDCT, and (3) 25 gI injected at 1.6 gI/s (i.e., 60-75 mL of ≥350 mgI/mL at 4-5 mL/s) over 15 s for 64-row MDCT, followed by a saline flush (30) .
The high-iodine concentration CM of 400 mgI/mL obtained significant advantages in terms of coronary arterial enhancement compared with the iso-osmolar CM of 320 mgI/mL, when administered at identical flow rates and volumes for coronary dual-source CTA (31). Higher contrast enhancement reduced the number of inadequately visualized segments. The mean heart rate changes observed after intravenous CM injection were generally low without significant differences between the two contrast agents (31) . Moreover, differently iodinated CMs demonstrated analogous effect on the attenuation profiles of a plaque, thus different CMs could be similarly used for the delineation of coronary atherosclerotic plaques (32) .
In summary, based on the literature review, using a last generation MDCT scanner, an optimal CM injection would be: injection duration, 15 s; IDR, 1.6-2 gI/s; iodine load, 20-25 gI, meaning 60-70 mL HCCM (>350 mgI) at 4-5 mL/s (+ bolus chaser) (Fig. 6) .
Pulmonary CTA
1) Scanning technique: Prefer dual-source CT vs. single (33) . Nowadays, in the context of suspected pulmonary embolism (PE), dual-source CT can provide both anatomical and functional information of the whole lung, by matching CT pulmonary angiography (CTPA) and the evaluation of pulmonary iodine map in a unique volumetric contrast-enhanced CT acquisition.
Dual-source CT employs X-ray tubes and detectors mounted perpendicularly at each other. As each tube can be set at a different tube potential (80 kVp/140 kVp), dual-source CT permits concurrent dual-energy CT acquisition. Iodine attenuates X-ray spectra differently at the different kVp settings. In order to define the quantity of iodinated CM in any voxel, the dual-energy CT data is post-processed and a mathematic algorithm is used to obtain an iodine map that is based on the known attenuation range values for iodine at 80 kVp and at 140 kVp and to measure its relative contribution to each voxel. In the specific case of pulmonary parenchyma, the calculation of iodine distribution, which depends on the microvascular circulation in the lung, can create color-coded pulmonary blood volume (PBV) maps that can be considered as a surrogate indicator of pulmonary perfusion (34) . Furthermore, evaluation of morphologic features and anatomic structures is obtained merging image data from both energy levels to generate a hybrid image corresponding to a standard acquisition at 120 kVp. Dual-energy CT technology has the potential to improve diagnostic accuracy thanks to a complete evaluation of pulmonary perfusion and vascular opacification achieved during a single contrast-enhanced CT acquisition obtained with dual-energy modality. PBV images may be employed to discover perfusion defects due to PE. Normal PBV images show homogeneous symmetric lung iodine distribution. PBV perfusion defects due to PE are mainly peripherally located, wedgeshaped and characterized by segmental or lobar distribution (35) (Fig. 7) .
2) Tube current/tube voltage: Prefer automatic techniques that differ according to the scanner type, and use low kV setting. According to a study by Sodickson and Weiss (36) , when compared to 120 kVp, 100 kVp pulmonary CTA reduced both radiation exposure and intravenous contrast amount by 33%, without reducing image quality. In particular, they evaluated image quality and radiation exposure as a function of patient size for pulmonary CTA performed at reduced tube voltage and reduced intravenous CM dose (36) .
A work by Viteri-Ramírez et al. (37) compared two groups of patients suspected of having PE, weighting ≤80 kg; patients were studied with two different CTPA protocols (group A: 80 kV/60 mL; group B: 100 kV/80 mL). Image quality parameters and effective radiation dose were evaluated. The study showed that CTPA protocol evaluated in group A yielded an image quality analogous to that of group B while decreasing radiation exposure by 60% and CM volume by 25% (37).
3) CM injection protocol: With MDCT scanners, the acquisition of a CTPA lasts only few seconds, therefore it is pivotal to choose injection strategies in order to obtain the major vessel enhancement during scanning time and to avoid running out of CM at the end of the scan. The rule "injection duration equals scanning duration" cannot be used. It would be useful to arbitrarily use as injection duration of a fixed contrast transit time of 15 s plus half the acquisition time to ensure an optimal arterial enhancement without increasing the total CM volume. Finally, to obtain an adequate vascular enhancement during the fast CT acquisitions, it is needed to increase the iodine delivery rate (38) (39) (40) . Based on these assumptions, an optimal CM injection would be: injection duration, 15 s + ½ acquisition time; IDR, 1.4-1.6 gI/s; iodine load, 20-25 gI, meaning 50-60 mL HCCM (>350 mgI) at 4-5 mL/s (+ bolus chaser) (Fig. 8) .
However, fixed protocols may result in attenuation values below the diagnostic level for heavier patients whereas for low-weight patients, attenuation may exceed required levels. Recently, Hendriks et al. (41) used protocols adjusted for patient weight and scan duration, employing automated software that calculates CM amount and flow rate and showed a substantial CM volume reduction in low-weight subjects compared with standard "fixed" protocols. Therefore, a solution could possibly be found in individualizing contrast application for each patient. The type of available scanner should also be considered. As a general rule, by increasing CT rows shorter scan duration and less CM volume could be achieved.
Routine chest CT
1) Scanning technique: Prefer dual-source CT vs. single source. Regarding the standard protocol for routine chest CT, dual-source scanning is preferred to single because the greater temporal resolution and higher pitch reduce the acquisition time to about 1 s for the entire length of the thorax. The chance to employ dual-source CT technique, however, depends on the circumference of the patient's chest since the field of the second tube is narrower than that of the first tube, covering only 33 cm (42) .
2) Tube current/tube voltage: Prefer automatic techniques (43) , and use low kV setting. Kim et al. (44) asserted that the employment of low kV protocols decreases X-ray exposure at chest CT significantly, while maintaining image quality superimposable to that of standard protocols. The authors examined three different groups: A) the standard protocol, 120 kV, 100 mAs; B) 100 kV, 140 mAs; and C) 80 kV, 180 mAs. Compared with the standard protocol, 100 kV protocol obtained similar results in terms of qualitative score analysis whereas only borderline significance (P = 0.054) was reported for 80 kV protocol. When the patients of 80 kV protocol were subcategorized according to BMI, the image quality scores did not significantly differ from those of the standard protocol, for all BMI subgroups. Compared with the standard protocol, the dose length products of the 100 kV and 80 kV protocols were decreased by 15.36% and 43.57%, respectively.
3) CM injection protocol: Scan delay, early (40 s) or late (55-70 s); iodine load, 0.3-0.4 gI/kg. Use 60-70 mL HCCM (>350 mgI) at 2-3 mL/s (optional bolus chaser).
In the context of routine chest CT, scan delay depends on clinical diagnostic necessities and target thoracic organs to be studied. Commonly, the scan should start early for the study of thoracic vessels, while it should begin later to obtain better enhancement of all-around soft-tissue structures of the chest. Nowadays, the very fast MDCT allows multiple acquisitions at different and precise phases of contrast enhancement with high spatial and temporal resolution. To fully realize the benefits of MDCT, radiologists should be able to modify parameters for CM administration and scan timing based on specific clinical indications as well as characteristics of different scanners available.
Conclusion
Radiologists should adopt strategies to decrease radiation dose, adapt CT protocols according to diagnostic necessities, and minimize adverse effects. A possible system to overcome the augmented noise issue at low doses of radiation could involve increasing intravascular contrast enhancement using a low kV setting with the injection of a high-iodine concentration CM. Computer modeling and intelligent software will play a crucial role in solving imaging issues, facilitating the interaction between the CT scanner and the injector, and integrating the patient's clinical data with scan and injection parameters.
